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Guided tours with several people 
and in noisy surroundings should not 
present you with insurmountable 
challenges. 

With the TravelGuide you make sure 
that every guest, even with enough 
distance, gets everything.

See, listen, wonder:   
With the TravelGuide communication 
difficulties are a thing of the past.

CreatinG experienCeS toGether
Wireless Guiding Systems

MEDER CommTech GmbH
robert-Bosch-Straße 4
78224 Singen 
Deutschland

tel.:  +49 (0) 7731 911 322 0
Fax:  +49 (0) 7731 911 322 99

info@meder-commtech.com
www.meder-commtech.de

With our experience of over 40 years, 
we understand how to address the 
special needs of guided tours and serve 
them with a broad product portfolio. in 
our wireless guiding systems we place 
particular emphasis on brilliant sound 
and speech transmission. this means 
that listeners can clearly understand 
what is being said, regardless of the 
surrounding noise level. this guarantees 
a seamless flow of information even 

in highly frequented locations or noisy 
environments. the selection of different 
channels makes it possible for several 
groups to follow different guided tours at 
the same time in the same place without 
disturbing each other (also in different 
languages with several speakers). this 
enables your guests and visitors to expe-
rience the guided tour in a relaxed and 
concentrated manner. 

 
 
 
 
Frequency range:   

15 channels: 863 – 865 Mhz  
europe wide approval 
 
Voice transmission: analog
 
Stromversorgung:  
aa batteries / niMh accumulator
 
Sockets:  
Jack plug 3,5 mm  
for headset or earphone
 
Antenna: integrated
 
Transmitting power: < 10 m W erp
 
Coverage:  
up to 200 m (depending on location)
 
Microphone:  
integrated electret microphone with 
adjustable sensitivity
 
Dimensions:  
transmitter: 168 x 42 x 25 mm, 138 g 
receiver: 138 x 42 x 25 mm, 72 g
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High range up to 200m 
(depending on environment).

Excellent sound quality due to analog 
voice transmission.

Individual group tours 
with one guide.

our TravelGuide is designed for 
large groups - whether on foot, 
in a bus, or an excursion boat. 

its robust housing and intuitive 
operation make the TravelGuide
the perfect travel companion.

popular sights or destinations 
attract more and more visitors. 

With the TravelGuide, you can 
keep your group together and 
offer each individual an exciting 
tour without crowding. 

Guided excursions, coach trips or city 
tours, MEDER supports you with its vast 
know-how and yearlong experience.

Sophisticated communication technology 
and perfectly adjusted hardware make 
every trip a lasting experience, for both 
the organizer and the tourist! 

With its TravelGuide, MEDER presents a 
robust and uncomplicated group guidance 
system. thus, no valuable information is 
lost and your guests get a flawless tour 
experience. 

    audio function

 Suitable for groups 

Features

First class transmission quality
 
Multilingual guides - up to 15 channels 
can be used simultaneously
 
noise compensating microphone
 
adjustable noise sensitivity
 
analog voice transmission
 
high battery life (up to 35 hours)
 
adaptation to corporate design possible
 
optical status display
 
Charging technology customizable
 
power supply via standard aa batteries  
or rechargeable batteries
 
individual design options 
 
Manual channel setting via rotary switch


